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(a) 31250 (b) 25000 (c) 20000 (d) 50000 '(e) 88500

{.. R e .o-tcg object moving 5.0 m/s collides with and sticks to a moving 2.0'kgobject' After the collision
\'" ;;"#;;ril"ijZ", i, ,r"rin! at 3.0 m/s in a direction opposite to the initial direction of motion of the

6.0-kg object. D.t".mine the-speed of the 2.0-kg object before the collision in (m/s)'

(a) 27.0 (b) l e.7 (c) 3-0 (d) 28'3 (e) l 's
.--..'.---.-.._-

3. A 2.5-kg object falls vertically downward in a viscous medium at a constant speed of 2'5 m/s'

How much work is done (in J) by the force the viscous medium exerts on the object as

it falls 80 cm?

(a) +r 9.60 (b) -l e.6o (c) +l '96 (d) -1.e6 (e) +39.2

, /\. ,n. force acting on a particte (m:Zkg) in the X direction varies with time in (s) as in the Figure' If
the particle starts from rest at t : 0 s, find the speed in (m/s) at t = 8.0 s.

(a) ls (b) 7.s (c) 30 (d)22.s (e) 0.0

r (s)

5. A steel band exerts a force of 80.0 N on a tooth at point B as in the figure. What is the

torque in (N.m) on the tooth about the point A ?

(a) 0.012 (b) 0.480 (c)0.642
(d) 0.0 (e) 0.831 .,ffi,l*

; ;l il;il; i;;;;il; ;;;,, ; ** ;ffi ;;;;;;;il]; ie* e'1'r" 
"r" 

* ; ;' ;-
apartbyahorizontaliorceF=6N.lfthekineticenergyatpointAis3JandatpointBitis4J'
now mucn work is done (in J) on the block by the force F?

3.0
1.0

(a) 7.2
(c) 5.0
(e) o

(b)
(d)



7. In the figure, the weight of the rod W = l00A N, and its length
/ = l0 m. The rod is at equilibrium making an angle 45o with the x-axis.
The tension I in the rope connecting the end of the rod to the wall is:

(a) l00N
(b) s00 N
(c) 707 N
(d) 1000 N
(e) 14l4N

8. In the above question, what is the horizontal component of the reaition force that acts on the rod
by the hinge?

(a) l00N (b) s00N (c) 707 N (d) 1000N' (e) 250 N

9. When a ball rises vertically to a height h and returns to its original point of projection,
the work done on it by the gravitational force is

(a) *mgt . @) - msh (c) o. (d) -2mgh. (e) +Zmgh.

I0. An object is in static equilibrium if:

(a) It moves with a constant speed.
(b) The net external force acting on it is zero.
(c) The net torques acting on it about any axis is zero.
(d) The net external force is zero, and the net external torque on it about any axis is zero.
(e) The net internal and extemal forces acting on it is zero

\1J

( An object of mass ml moving in the positive x - direction undergoes a head-on elastic collision
with a mass m2 which is at rest. Which of the following statements is WRONG?

a) After the collision the two objects may move in opposite directions.
b) After the collision the two objects may move in the same direction.
c) Kinetic energy is conserved in this collision
d) After the collision both objects can be at rest
e) During the collision they act on each other with equal and opposite forces.

12. . A small object of mass m slides along the frictionless track in the figure, starling from rest at
point A. What is its Speed (in m/s) atpoint B? A

(a) 6.3 (b)7.7 (c) 0.0
(d) e.e 1iy a.+ 5 r
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List vour frnal answerc in this bble, Onlv the aiswer in this table will be aradd..
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Final
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